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Why Erbium?

The Oxford Er Experiment
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Laser Beam Detection
via Machine Learning

We take many images of atomic clouds in laser 
beams which tell us about the physics
Therefore, to avoid having to fit each image 
manually, we developed a machine learning 
algorithm to detect and extract information from 
laser beams [4,5]
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Optical transport –
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Science cell: optical box – λ = 370 nm & 1030 nm
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Towards Resilient Quantum Computers

K MOT – λ = 767 nm & 770 nm
(under construction)

(Many-Body) Quantum Physics

≠ 15 ×

The growing ability to design, manipulate and 
control quantum systems

+

Interactions give rise to emergent phenomena –
many-body physics
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Quantum physics equations are difficult to solve –
but we could test theories in experiment
Therefore, we need an easy-to-use, flexible and 
tuneable system:

– The geometry, type of atoms and strength of 
interactions can be tuned easily

– The system is relatively large – easy to 
measure

In Oxford, in our ultracold atoms experiment we 
use an element called erbium (Er) – and we are 
expanding the system to include potassium (K)MOT cMOT BEC

Erbium is the second most magnetic element
– exhibiting strong dipole–dipole interactions
Multiple choices over spin statistics, 
scattering properties and relative strength of 
dipole–dipole interactions
Magnetic interactions lead to various interesting 
phenomena [1]:
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2nd quantum revolution?1st quantum revolution

Most quantum mechanical phenomena are density-
dependent
Want uniform density so measurement results are 
easier to interpret and correspondence to theory 
more direct – hence want to trap atoms in a box [2,3]

Optical box trap
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Quantum computers are very fast computers that use quantum bits (qubits) 
instead of classical bits. There are multiple proposed applications:

– Computing molecular structures to aid drug design and discovery
– Optimising engineering designs for carbon efficiency
– Optimising market efficiency
– Enhanced encryption techniques & advanced artificial intelligence (AI)
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With a box trap, one can investigate:
Neural network structure

Detected laser beams

However, there are two obstacles to using quantum computers meaningfully at the moment:
– Qubits lose information too fast to the environment
– The computations are prone to errors

Hence, we aim to create an artificial environment which would prolong the qubits’ lifetime
Normally, the qubits’ loss of information to the environment is a one-way process – as the 
environment interacts with the system in many and arbitrary ways
However, a magnetic gas interacts only in very specific ways – a controlled environment [6]
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Small FarJust plain hardRelatively simple +
Highly tuneable
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